Ototoxic Chemical Exposures

Are there some industrial chemical exposures that can cause hearing loss?

Many common industrial chemicals are ototoxic (poisonous to the ears) and as damaging to employees’ hearing as the industrial noise to which they are often exposed. But exposure to noise and ototoxic chemicals at the same time can devastate hearing. That’s because the combined effects of chemicals and noise are often synergistic rather than merely additive. Certain medications and drugs—both physician-prescribed and over-the-counter—are ototoxic as well, but this article will focus on chemicals often found in an industrial environment.

Researchers studying the effects of noise on industrial workers found a higher incidence of hearing loss in workers exposed to low levels of noise than workers in an area where the noise levels were higher. However, the workers exposed to the lower noise levels were also exposed to industrial solvents concurrently with the noise, and that made all the difference in the findings. The noise and chemical exposure together increased the risk for hearing loss.
Exposure to some chemicals by themselves can cause hearing loss. The worst culprits are organic solvents: benzene, toluene, xylene, styrene, and similar compounds. Phosphate-based chemicals used in farming, gardening, and industrialized agriculture, and some non-benzene carbon compounds, like carbon disulfide and carbon monoxide, also have a profound impact on hearing, as do the vapors and dusts of certain metals, like lead, mercury, manganese, and arsenic.

The inner ear also has primary responsibility for balance function. Ototoxic compounds can affect all of the inner ear structures—not just the hearing part—putting a person at risk for falls from dizziness and vertigo.

Even if noise levels alone don’t seem loud enough to cause hearing damage (e.g., < 80 dBA), the synergy with chemicals makes hearing loss more likely with lower noise levels. In any environment where chemicals are being used, wearing hearing protection is good practice even when noise is just below the action level (an earplug with moderate attenuation, such as the Howard Leight Clarity,™ is an excellent choice here), especially where the use of a respirator is required. And wearing a respirator can be as important as wearing hearing protection when it comes to working with ototoxins.

The table above lists known and possible ototoxins from several reviews.²³ Permissible exposure limits have not been established for these ototoxins, as there is much individual variability in sensitivity and susceptibility.

The following best practices are adopted by many companies with combined exposures to noise and ototoxic chemicals:

• Because of the synergistic effect of many chemicals with noise, wearing a respirator and hearing protection together is a first-line defense against hearing loss whenever chemicals and noise are present together.

• Employees exposed to even marginal noise levels (for example, 80-85 dBA) together with ototoxins should be considered for inclusion in a company’s hearing conservation program.

• Consider monitoring those employees with combined noise and ototoxic chemical exposures more frequently for audiometric testing—perhaps every six months rather than annually—to ensure adequate protection from noise as well as the ototoxic chemical exposure.

### Known Ototoxins | Possible Ototoxins | Potential Synergistic Effect with Noise
---|---|---
Styrene (monomer) | Carbon disulfide | Carbon monoxide
Toluene | n-Hexane | Hydrogen cyanide
Trichloroethylene | Xylene (o-, m-, p- isomers) | 
Ethyl benzene | |
Lead/Inorganic compounds | |
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